THE DUNDEE CONSERVATION LECTURES 2004-2005

A series of lectures covering a number of conservation issues, offering an opportunity to learn more about, and debate, philosophical, practical, legislative and technical matters

Dundee University Centre for Conservation and Urban Studies
ARRANGED BY AND
The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland
Tayside and East Fife Group
DUNDEE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT TRUST

These lectures are intended to assist those with Continuing Professional Development requirements (responsibility for judging relevance lies with the individual)

12th October
CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE
What if the hokey cokey is really what it’s all about
John Coleman, John Coleman Architects
Working with Frank Gehry: the dundee Maggie’s Centre
Fred Stephen, James F Stephen Architects

19th October
SCOTTISH INTERIORS
Stuart Eydeman, Conservation and Design Officer, West Lothian Council
What has this got to do with planning?
Archaeology in historic towns: how does it work?
Dr Rod Jones, Dept of Civil Engineering, University of Dundee
Conservation of early concrete structures
John Addison, Conservationist and Structural Engineer
Innovative solutions
David Bowler, Director, Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust

26th October
BUILDING PRESERVATION TRUSTS (BPTs)
Restorers of last resort - the work of BPTs and The Architectural Heritage Fund
Maria Perks, Projects Development Officer, the Architectural Heritage Fund
Threats and opportunities – the problem of too many churches
Victoria Collison-Owen, Director, Scottish Redundant Churches Trust

2nd November
CONSERVATION PRACTICE
The work of Historic Scotland’s Conservation Centre
Robert Wilmot, Director

16th November
SCOTTISH GRAVEYARDS
An overview and the specific problems of carved stones
Dr Susan Buckham, Council for Scottish Archaeology
Case study: Graysfhrs Gravveryard, Perth
David Bowler, Director, Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust

23rd November
ENGINEERING & HISTORIC BUILDINGS
Innovative solutions
John Addison, Conservationist and Structural Engineer
Conservation of early concrete structures
Dr Rod Jones, Dept of Civil Engineering, University of Dundee

30th November
ARCHAEOLOGY IN HISTORIC TOWNS AND CITIES
Archaeology in historic towns: how does it work?
Russell Coleman, Headland Archaeology
What has this got to do with planning?
Stuart Eydeman, Conservation and Design Officer, West Lothian Council

7th December
RUSKIN AND HIS INFLUENCE
John Ruskin, a life in pictures
Ruskin, Morris and the Arts & Crafts Movement
Stephen Wildman, Director & Curator, the Ruskin Library, Lancaster University

18th January
EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE
How similar / How different: Prague and Barcelona with a sideways glimpse of Glasgow
Courage and respect in the adaptation of the past: taking the Burra Charter with some chilli pepper
Professor Charles McKean, Department of History, University of Dundee

25th January
SUSTAINABILITY IN BUILDING CONSERVATION
Sustainable building technologies
Neil May, Natural Building Products
Using sustainable materials: case study
Richard Atkins, architect

1st February
PERTH & KINROSS HERITAGE TRUST
The Work of Perth & Kinross Heritage Trust
David Strachan, Manager, Perth & Kinross Heritage Trust
Developing and implementing a historic environment record
Sarah Winn, Archaeologist, Perth & Kinross Heritage Trust

8th February
CONSERVATION-LED REGENERATION
The work of English Heritage in the North West of England
Henry Owen-John, Regional Director, Planning and Development, North West Region

22nd February
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
Scottish and European perspective
Dr Bruce Walker, architect, author and lecturer

1st March
MANAGING THE COUNTRY HOUSE
The country house and garden in contemporary life and philosophy
Why Dumfries House and Estate are important to the nation
Dr Peter Burman, Director of Conservation & Property Services, National Trust for Scotland

8th March
PATRICK GEDDES - HIS INFLUENCE ON THE ROYAL MILE
Reflections on Geddes’ work in the Lawnmarket
Neil Grieve, University of Dundee
The Royal Mile Today
Ben Tindall, architect

15th March
PIONEERING GARDENS OF A BYGONE AGE
Osgood Mackenzie and West Coast gardens
Dr Peter Burman, Director of Conservation & Property Services, National Trust for Scotland
Using sustainable materials: case study
Neil May, Natural Building Products

This lecture series contributes to a postgraduate course on European Urban Conservation.
For information about this and other courses telephone the School of Town & Regional Planning 01382 345236
For information about the Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland 0131 557 0019

ADMISSION (Inc. Refreshment) Individuals: £5.00 AHSS Members/TBPT Friends: £3.50 Staff, Students & Under 18s: Silver collection
VENUE Lecture Theatre (Room 5013), Level 5, Matthew Building, Duncan of Jordanstone College, 13 Perth Road, Dundee.
All lectures commence at 6.00pm

This series of lectures is sponsored by:

The Geddes Institute
Dundee City Council Planning and Transportation Department
Historic Scotland
The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland
Institute of Historic Building Conservation

Ian Burke Associates, Architects
Tayside Building Preservation Trust
Scottish Enterprise Tayside
Harry Taylor & Co. Chartered Building Surveyors
The Keilier Laurie Martin Partnership, Chartered Surveyors
Royal Town Planning Institute

Internet - http://www.trp.dundee.ac.uk/events/conserv/conserv.html